Thermally induced N-to-O rearrangement of tert-N-oxides in atmospheric pressure chemical ionization and atmospheric pressure photoionization mass spectrometry: differentiation of N-oxidation from hydroxylation and potential determination of N-oxidation site.
N-Oxides are known to undergo deoxygenation during atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (Ramanathan, R.; Su, A.-D.; Alvarez, N.; Blumenkrantz, N.; Chowdhury, S. K.; Alton, K.; Patrick, J. Anal. Chem. 2000, 72, 1352-1359) resulting from thermal energy activation at the vaporizer of the APCI source. In addition to deoxygenation, tert-N-oxides containing an alkyl or benzyl group on the N-oxide nitrogen also undergo an N-R to O-R rearrangement (Meisenheimer arrangement, where R = alkyl or benzyl), followed by elimination of an aldehyde (or a ketone) through an internal hydrogen transfer. This has been observed under both atmospheric pressure chemical ionization and atmospheric pressure photoionization conditions. These fragment ions were not observed in the product ion spectra from the protonated molecules of the corresponding N-oxides. The elimination of an aldehyde or a ketone, thus, results from thermal energy activation at the vaporizer and is not induced by collisional activation. These fragmentations not only distinguish N-oxides from isomeric hydroxylated metabolites but also provide a potential way to determine the position of N-oxidation when a metabolite (or molecule) contains multiple N-oxidation sites that are in different chemical environments.